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**Abstract**

Anxiety and depressive disorders frequently begin during adolescence or early childhood and are among the most common psychiatric illnesses. Many children with these stress-related disorders are either not properly diagnosed or are ineffectively treated resulting in long term suffering, altered psychosocial development, disability, and increased risk for adult psychopathology. To improve the treatment and long term outcomes of these children, it is critical to understand the factors that increase the risk for developing these disorders. Our research takes a translational, developmental approach combining imaging, mechanistic and molecular studies in young rhesus monkeys with neuroimaging studies in preadolescent children with anxiety disorders. Early childhood extreme behavioral inhibition, or anxious temperament (AT) is a prominent risk factor for the later emergence of anxiety and depressive disorders and can be modeled in young rhesus monkeys. We first developed and validated a model of AT in young monkeys and then in a large cohort used FDG-PET imaging to define the neural circuit (PFC regions, extended amygdala, anterior hippocampus, periqueductal gray) that underlies extreme AT. Selective lesion studies combined with imaging identified the central nucleus of the amygdala (Ce) as causally mediating AT, with the orbitofrontal cortex likely serving a role in regulating the extended amygdala. Our large extended multigenerational pedigree (n=592) allowed us to perform heritability studies establishing that AT is approximately 35% heritable. Importantly, we also performed voxelwise heritability analyses on brain structure and function, and with a genetic correlation approach, found regions in which metabolism likely mediates the intergenerational transfer of AT. By examining mRNA expression in the Ce, we identified alterations in gene transcription that support a neurodevelopmental model that posits that reduced neuroplasticity within the core nodes of the neural circuit underlying AT are responsible for maintaining the childhood risk to develop anxiety and depression. Finally, to test the role of these newly identified gene alterations, we developed methods in the primate to manipulate gene expression by site specifically delivering viral vectors containing relevant constructs. Taken together, these studies have the potential to facilitate the development of new, neurally informed childhood biomarkers and novel early interventions.
